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Ktech Fabric tape style grips
Fit all 1’’ handlebar, available to use with external cable 
or with our internal throttle housing, machined in pol-
ished aluminum with polished brass end cap.
682793 Ktech tape style grips, external throttle
682794 Ktech tape style grips, internal throttle

687571

RBS Spezial Bullet Grips
RBS billet grip sets are now available in our brandnew RBS bullet style. Both endcaps 
are refines with four 357 Magnum Bullets and it‘s possible to take it off and deposit 
money or vehicle certificate in the grips. Delivery in pairs, high polished or black 
anodized. For all HD models from construction year‚ 73-13 with single or double 
gascable.
See also Sec. 4,7,9,16 for additional parts.

687570 Polished
687571 Black anodized

687570

Kustom-Tech Billet Grip Set, Footpegs an 
Shifter Peg
Grip sets and pegs machined from billet aluminium with 
billet brass rings, to give a vintage look. Fit OEM style 
7/16“	female	footpeg	mounts.
696042 Vintage grips
696067 Vintage footpegs
696068 Vintage shiftpeg

Custom Chrome Grip Sets
Match our extensive line of footpegs. Available with a nylon throttle pipe or an integral 
pipe as part of the casting in dual cable versions for all models from 73-12 (except those 
with handlebar air reservoirs). Sold in sets.
12165 O-ring grip set with nylon sleeve
12169 Diamond Grips, fits all models from 81-Up (except for 08-Up Touring models and 

models with handlebar air reservoirs)
604938 Diamond Grips, fits all models from 08-Up Touring models with throttle by wire
12166 O-ring grip set with integral sleeve
46113 Replacement O-rings for O-Ring grips (pack of 10)

12169

12165

12166

MW Billet Handlebar Grip Set with 
Marker Lights
Polished billet aluminum grips are grooved for a stylish 
look. They contain marker lights at the ends in which 
wiring can run through the grips for a cleaner look. 
Integral throttle pipe is machined into the grip. Sold in 
sets.
85785  Fits all models from 73-14 (except those models 

with handlebar air reservoirs)


